Multimedia Reporting Final Project Details
Fall 2014- Dec. 3
Your Name _______________________________________________

Please provide the following information and turn in this sheet before you present.

Trunk Story Topic:
Briefly describe the topic of this story:
Who did you interview firsthand for this story?
When, where and how did you interview each person?
What other sources are there in this story?

Sidebar Story 1:
Circle one of the following to indicate what type of “branch” story this is: Primer Q&A Behind the Scenes Profile/Human Interest
Briefly describe the topic of this story
Who did you interview firsthand for this story?
When, where and how did you interview each person?
What other sources are there in this story?

Sidebar Story 2:
Circle one of the following to indicate what type of “branch” story this is: Primer Q&A Behind the Scenes Profile/Human Interest
Briefly describe the topic of this story
Who did you interview firsthand for this story?
When, where and how did you interview each person?
What other sources are there in this story?

Timeline or FAQ? Circle which one you did
What were the sources of information for your Timeline or FAQ?

Visual Element: Briefly describe what your visual element is: